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Abstract: Implementation of the Oncotype DX assay has led to a change in the manner in 

which chemotherapy is utilized in patients with early stage, estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, 

node-negative breast cancer; ensuring that patients at highest risk of recurrence are prescribed 

systemic treatment, while at the same time sparing low-risk patients potential adverse events 

from therapy unlikely to influence their survival. This test generates a recurrence score between 

0 and 100, which correlates with probability of distant disease recurrence. Patients with low-

risk recurrence scores (0–17) are unlikely to derive significant survival benefit with adjuvant 

chemotherapy and hormonal agents derived from using adjuvant hormonal therapy only. Con-

versely, adjuvant chemotherapy has been shown to significantly improve survival in patients 

with high-risk recurrence scores (≥31). Trials are ongoing to determine how best to manage 

patients with recurrence scores in the intermediate range. This review outlines the introduction 

and impact of Oncotype DX testing on practice; ongoing clinical trials investigating its utility; 

and challenging clinical scenarios where the absolute recurrence score may require careful 

interpretation. We also performed a bibliometric analysis of publications on the topics of breast 

cancer and Oncotype DX as a surrogate marker of acceptability and incorporation of the assay 

into the management of patients with breast cancer.

Keywords: Oncotype DX, gene expression profiling, personalized medicine, precision medi-
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Background
In 2004, the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) B-14 study 

showed that the vast majority (78%) of tamoxifen-treated patients with node-negative 

estrogen receptor (ER)-expressing tumors will not develop disease relapse within 15 

years of diagnosis.1 The NSABP B-20 study of the same year showed that the addition 

of cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, and fluorouracil (CMF) to tamoxifen improved 

5-year recurrence-free survival to 89%.1 However, the significant absolute benefit must 

be balanced with the risk of overtreatment of the significant proportion of women in 

whom relapse would not have occurred even without the addition of CMF. Traditional 

prognostic indicators and prognostic scoring systems (e.g., Nottingham Prognostic 

Index) that have been used to guide decision making with respect to application of 

adjuvant therapy in breast cancer include patient factors, such as age, and tumor fac-

tors, such as grade and stage.2 Such tumor factors, particularly size, may reflect a time 

delay in presentation, as opposed to the biological activity of the disease.3 It may be 

that the tendency of a tumor to metastasize is not simply related to chronology and 
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increasing size, but may instead be derived from inherent 

biological factors,3 and indeed tumor size and nodal status 

are considered independently as risk factors for recurrence.4 

It has been known for many years that gene expression can 

be used to more accurately provide prognostic information; 

and hierarchical clustering of gene expression patterns can 

discriminate between tumors of distinct molecular subtypes,5 

each of which is associated with different patterns of metasta-

sis and response to treatment, independent of stage or grade.6 

Practically speaking, receptor status is used as a surrogate 

marker of tumor molecular subtype.7 ER-negative tumors, 

in which human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) 

is amplified, have special predilection for early metastasis, 

whereas ER-positive and HER2-negative tumors have a 

lesser tendency to metastasize, even at greater tumor size 

and higher burdens of nodal disease.4 It has been known for 

many years that the low-grade ER-positive group of tumors 

also responds less often to neoadjuvant chemotherapy than 

HER2-overexpressing or triple-negative subtypes, again 

reflecting inherent differences in biology.8–10 Traditional 

prognostic indicators may, therefore, lack sufficient accu-

racy in identifying those patients who would benefit most 

from systemic treatment, and similarly may inappropriately 

assign patients to adjuvant therapy that would be cured by 

surgery alone.

Development of the Oncotype 
DX assay
The Oncotype DX genomic assay (Genomic Health, Inc., 

Redwood City, CA, USA) is a clinically validated assay 

that can be used to predict likelihood of recurrence of early 

stage breast cancer, and can be used therefore, in decision 

making with respect to systemic therapy. The Oncotype 

DX-automated algorithm assigns a score to the expression 

of 16 cancer-related genes multiplied by a factor specific 

to the group to which each individual gene is allocated, 

relative to the mean expression of five reference genes 

to generate an overall recurrence score (RS; Table 1).11,12 

The Oncotype DX assay is optimized for formalin-fixed 

paraffin-embedded tumor samples, and all testing is per-

formed centrally in the clinical reference laboratory of 

Genomic Health, Inc.

The Oncotype DX assay was validated independently 

in two studies.13,14 The prospective NSABP-B14 study 

confirmed the RS as a continuous predictor of recurrence, 

independent of patient age and tumor size.13 The NSABP 

B-20 study provided evidence that the RS can also be used 

to predict those patients with node-negative, ER-positive 

cancer in whom adjuvant chemotherapy will confer great-

est disease-free and overall survival advantage compared to 

endocrine therapy alone.15

Table 1 Genes included in Oncotype DX assay

Gene Gene function Scoring group Multiplication 
factor

Grb7 Signaling protein recruited to various tyrosine kinases, including HER2/neu HER2 0.47

HER2 Growth factor receptor. Overexpression leads to conversion to an oncogene 0.47
ER Membrane receptors which can modify intracellular signaling Estrogen −0.34
PR −0.34
BCL-2 Anti-apoptotic oncogene −0.34
SCUBE2 Glycoprotein with a role in SHH signaling −0.34
Ki-67 Proliferation marker Proliferation 1.04
STK15 Stabilization of chromosomes during mitotic segregation 1.04
Survivin Inhibition of apoptosis 1.04
Cyclin B1 Component of maturation-promoting factor, stimulation of the M phase of the 

cell cycle
1.04

MYBL2 Cell cycle progression 1.04
MMP11 Encodes stomelysin 3, important in tissue remodeling Invasion 0.1
CTSL2 Encodes cathepsin L2, stimulates hydrogen peroxide production 0.1
CD68 Upregulated in breast cancer lines that have a high capacity to metastasize 

to bone
0.05

GSTM1 Glutathione S-transferase, detoxification −0.08
BAG1 BCL-2-associated athanogene; enhances the anti-apoptotic effects of BCL-2 −0.07
B-actin Cytoskeletal actin, important for cell motility and structure Reference genes 1
GAPDH Carbohydrate metabolism 1
RPLPO Encodes component of ribosomal 60S subunit 1
GUS β-glucuronidase 1
TFRC Transferrin receptor
Abbreviation: SHH, sonic hedgehog.
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These early validation studies categorized RS as low- 

(0–17), intermediate- (18–30), or high-risk (≥31). Paik 

et al determined Kaplan–Meier estimates of the rate of 

distant recurrence at 10 years as 6.8%, 14.3%, and 30.5% 

for patients with low-, intermediate-, and high-risk scores, 

respectively, and found that the RS was also shown to pre-

dict disease recurrence at 10 years when treated as a con-

tinuous variable,13 more accurately than the adjuvant! online 

tool.16 Habel et al also showed RS to be an independent 

predictor of breast cancer-related mortality in tamoxifen-

treated patients with ER-positive, node-negative disease, 

with 10-year risk of death 2.8%, 10.7%, and 15.5% in low-, 

intermediate-, and high-risk patients, respectively.14 Other 

genomic assays exist that purport to have higher predictive 

value for later onset disease recurrence17–19 but their clinical 

utility in deciding in whom adjuvant chemotherapy will be 

beneficial above the use of extended endocrine therapy has 

not been fully elucidated. The beneficial impact of adjuvant 

systemic chemotherapy is in prevention of early disease 

recurrence.20,21

Clinical implementation
The increasing incorporation of Oncotype DX into clinical 

trials or routine clinical treatment of breast cancer can be 

illustrated by analysis of the number of publications based on 

these topics. Interrogation of the Web of Science Core Collec-

tion (31/10/2016) for publications based on topics “Oncotype 

DX” and “Breast cancer” using Boolean operators OR and 

AND and search terms “oncotype dx OR Oncotype DX OR 

oncotypedx OR oncotypeDX” AND “breast cancer OR breast 

carcinoma OR breast malignancy” generated 530 records 

(Figure 1). The first manuscripts based on these topics were 

published in 2005, with dramatic increase in publications 

generated in the years following introduction of Oncotype 

DX to the market, and with incorporation of the assay into 

the clinical recommendations of American Society of Clinical 

Oncology in 2007 and St Gallen international expert consen-

sus conference in 2009, and with increasing numbers in the 

years of publication of results of key trials such as NSABP 

B-14 and B-20 in 2010, transATAC in 2013, and TAILORx 

in 2015. The gradual increase in publications per year may 

also reflect the lag time in routine access to Oncotype DX in 

countries in which publicly funded health systems operate, 

for example, Ireland (2011), England, and Wales (2013).

The use of Oncotype DX RS in determining application 

of adjuvant chemotherapy has been incorporated into numer-

ous national and international clinical recommendations and 

guidelines, including those of National Institute of Clinical 

Excellence,22 National Comprehensive Cancer Network 

(NCCN),23 and European Society for Medical Oncology24 and 

has been successfully implemented in a number of countries, 

albeit with some regional variation in application, patient 

selection, and reliance of RS in decision making alongside 

traditional prognostic indicators.25–27

Figure 1 Publications per annum on the topic related to “Oncotype DX” and “Breast cancer”.
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Incorporation of the Oncotype DX assay into routine 

clinical care has had a significant impact in decision  making 

with respect to chemotherapy prescribing; with certain 

authors reporting a direct change in management plan in 

response to the RS in 31% to 44% patients, the change in most 

cases being from a decision to prescribe both chemotherapy 

and endocrine therapy to an endocrine-only regime.28–32 We 

have also identified a shift in prescribing patterns among 

Irish medical oncologists in the years since the development 

of Oncotype DX, even in intervals during which the assay 

could not be utilized,26 reflecting a change in the paradigm 

of management of ER-positive lower-risk tumors.

Observations that the gene expression profile of ductal 

carcinoma in situ (DCIS) associated with invasive disease 

mirrored that of the invasive component33 prompted inves-

tigation into the use of the assay in DCIS as a predictor of 

invasion and recurrence. The Oncotype DX DCIS assay 

was developed by modifying the 21-gene assay, eliminating 

analysis of expression of genes related to proliferation.34 

Description of the use of this assay in DCIS is outside the 

scope of this article.

TAILORx: Redefining risk categories
While it is evident from these robust studies that patients 

with the lowest-risk RS clearly do not derive any additional 

disease-free or overall survival benefit from the addition of 

adjuvant chemotherapy to hormonal agents, and conversely, 

those individuals with highest scores derive substantial 

benefit from systemic treatment; it is unclear at what abso-

lute score patients in the intermediate-risk category start to 

derive benefit. It is hoped that results of the TAILORx (Trial 

Assigning IndividuaLized Options for treatment [Rx]) will 

help to define the role of chemotherapy in patients with 

intermediate RS. However, to try to minimize the risk of 

undertreatment, the authors of this trial redefined the risk 

categories, with a reduced thresholds for low- (RS <11), 

intermediate- (11–25), and high-risk (>25) categories.35 As 

part of this study, patients with scores ≤10 received hormonal 

agents only, patients with scores >25 received both adjuvant 

chemotherapy and hormonal therapy, whereas patients in the 

newly defined intermediate-risk category were randomized 

to receive either combination chemo- and hormonal therapy 

or hormonal monotherapy. While the majority of patients in 

the NSABP-B14 study had scores categorized as low-risk 

(51%), and lesser proportions as intermediate-risk (22%) 

and high-risk (27%),13 using these new definitions, the vast 

majority of individuals in the TAILORx study (6907 [67%]) 

had scores now considered intermediate-risk, with only 

16.9% and 15.9% of patients being considered at high- and 

low-risk, respectively.20

Unsurprisingly, redefinition of the risk categories by TAI-

LORx has created controversy in the management of patients 

with scores between 11 and 17. Wen et al36 analyzed the 

outcome of a large cohort patients with RS <18, specifically 

analyzing the cohorts with RS 0–10 and 11–17 separately. In 

keeping with early results of TAILORx,20 very low rates of 

disease recurrence at 5 years was recorded in patients with RS 

<11 (0.2%). In this study, only 4% of patients with RS 0–10 

received chemotherapy, compared to 17% of patients with RS 

11–17. The rate of distant relapse in patients  with RS 0–10 

was 0.2%, compared to 0.6% in patients with RS 11–17. Of 

patients who relapsed (n=6), only one had an RS <11. Only 

one patient with recurrent disease had received adjuvant 

chemotherapy, and had an RS of 12. The incidence of disease 

recurrence in that study was noted to be significantly higher 

in patients <40 years, suggesting that traditional prognostic 

factors should be considered in patient with intermediate RS.

The interpretation of the data from the intermediate-risk 

group in TAILORx is awaited, but will hopefully go some 

way to addressing the lack of clarity that exists surround-

ing the benefit of chemotherapy in this group. Currently, 

management of the patient with an intermediate RS poses 

a significant clinical challenge. In the absence of evidence-

based practice regarding incorporation of Oncotype DX RS, 

we have observed that oncologists revert back to traditional 

prognostic indicators in decision making for such patients.26 

The absolute RS is, however, predictive of chemotherapy use 

when treated as a continuous variable, even in patients in the 

intermediate-risk group.26,37 At present, the clinical utility 

of this assay is not optimized, as most patients fall into this 

group, and only a small proportion of patients are ultimately 

spared chemotherapy on the basis of this result. This not only 

has clinical drawbacks, but also negates the cost-saving if the 

test does not alter management.

Utility of Oncotype DX in patients 
with positive nodal disease
Most data to date support the use of Oncotype DX profiling of 

tumors where nodal metastases have not occurred. Standard 

of care of patients with nodal metastases from ER-positive 

breast cancer is to offer adjuvant chemotherapy alongside 

hormonal modulators.23,24 However, compared to ER-

negative, node-positive disease, where the survival benefit 

conferred by chemotherapy is unequivocal, several studies 

have suggested that patients with ER-positive, node-positive 

disease do not derive as great a survival benefit from systemic 
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treatment.38 The Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG)-8814 

trial provided evidence that chemotherapy in advance of 

tamoxifen increased disease-free and overall survival in 

patients with postmenopausal, node-positive, ER-positive 

disease,39 but identified a subset of patients within this cohort 

who did not benefit from systemic treatment.40 The tumors 

of patients enrolled in this study, where available, were ret-

rospectively assessed using the Oncotype DX assay, and RS 

were analyzed in the context of patient outcome. These data 

suggested that the Oncotype DX RS may be used to discrimi-

nate between patients with node-positive, ER-positive disease 

who will benefit from chemotherapy from those who will 

not, and the RS risk categories could stratify those patients 

at greatest risk of disease relapse and mortality at 10 years.40 

The TransATAC41 and ECOG219742 studies have provided 

robust evidence that the Oncotype DX RS significantly cor-

relates with recurrence and with time to distant recurrence in 

both N0 and N+ subgroups. The NSABP-B28 study further 

showed that RS was an independent predictor of disease-free 

and overall survival, as well as of recurrence-free interval in 

postmenopausal women with ER-positive disease managed 

with chemo- and hormonal therapy.43 The Phase III SWOG 

S1007/RxPONDER trial (NCT01272037) is still ongoing and 

aims to investigate the role of chemotherapy in patients with 

1–3 positive lymph nodes and RS≤25.44 Based on the analysis 

of data from the SWOG-8814 study, the NCCN guidelines 

have already been adjusted to include consideration of the 

assay in patients with 1–3 positive lymph nodes to guide 

treatment decisions.23

Cost-effectiveness
Despite the high direct cost of the assay and heterogeneity 

of assay and health care costs between and within countries, 

many studies from different regions have shown the use of 

Oncotype DX in patients with node-negative disease to be 

cost-effective.45–47 There is also significant evidence to sug-

gest that it might be cost-effective in patients with node-posi-

tive disease.31,48,49 However, the cost-saving utility of the assay 

is derived from patients spared chemotherapy. Currently, 

although many similar assays exist, the Oncotype DX assay 

is the only such tool that is validated for use in predicting 

response to chemotherapy; such monopoly as well as patent 

protection means that the cost of the assay is unlikely to be 

reduced.48 Furthermore, if the new risk  category  definitions 

as outlined in TAILORx are adopted, fewer patients will fall 

into the low-risk category. It is possible, therefore, that fewer 

patients will be spared chemotherapy than initial studies 

predicted, meaning that projections of costs saved might be 

overestimated.

Challenging clinical scenarios
In the case of synchronous bilateral breast cancer, the patient 

is at risk of relapse of either of the tumors. Where there is 

discordance in the molecular subtypes of the tumors, the 

use of Oncotype DX may not be appropriate. Where both 

tumors are ER-positive and HER2-negative; the utility of 

the Oncotype DX assay depends on the RS of each tumor. 

Some authors have found high rates of concurrence in RSs 

between bilateral tumors, particularly in older patients and 

in cases of tumors with high levels of progesterone receptor 

(PgR) expression.50

Breast tumors in patients with germline mutations in 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 demonstrate different biological char-

acteristics than patients with wild-type genotypes, with 

distinct somatic mutational signatures reflective of deficient 

homology-directed repair mechanisms.51,52 Deficient repair 

mechanisms may explain why tumors in BRCA1/2 gene 

mutation carriers may be more susceptible to the impact 

of chemotherapy; and application of chemotherapy in this 

cohort, even in early stage cancer, has been found to confer 

significant survival advantage.53,54 The majority of breast can-

cers in patients with BRCA1 gene mutations are triple nega-

tive, typically basal subtype. The spectrum of breast cancer 

phenotypes in BRCA2 gene mutation carriers is much more 

heterogeneous.55,56 Shah et al retrospectively investigated the 

utility of Oncotype DX in patients with BRCA1/BRCA2 gene 

mutations and ER-positive breast cancer.57 Mutation carriers 

were more likely than age-matched controls to have RS in 

the intermediate- or high-risk range and overall had higher 

median RS. This trend has been observed by other authors.58 

Significantly, cases were also noted to have tumors of higher 

grade and lower PgR expression scores. Overall, mutation 

carriers were more likely, therefore, to receive chemotherapy, 

but proportions receiving chemotherapy within the risk cat-

egories were equivalent between carriers and noncarriers. 

Interestingly, within this study cohort, ER-positive cancers in 

BRCA1 mutation carriers tended to be of low risk more often 

than those in BRCA2 mutation carriers. Loss of heterozygos-

ity analyses were not performed on all tumors. Furthermore, 

this subtype of breast cancer is not usually associated with 

germline BRCA1 mutations. The possibility that these tumors 

represent incidental sporadically occurring cancers cannot be 

dismissed; and in these patients, application of the Oncotype 

DX assay may be entirely appropriate, as the supposed favor-

able impact of chemotherapy conferred by BRCA deficiency 

may not be present if the tumor happened by chance. Further 

validation of this assay in this particularly unique subgroup of 

patients is required before implementation can be supported. 

Furthermore, its use in patients with germline mutations in 
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other cancer predisposition genes (e.g., TP53 and STK11) 

has not yet been investigated.

Patient and clinician attitudes
Qualitative studies have revealed numerous factors influenc-

ing uptake of genomic profiling of tumors among oncologists. 

Most factors pertain to organizational/logistic and inter- and 

intrapersonal factors.59 Furthermore, uncertainty regarding 

management of the intermediate-risk cohort represents a 

significant barrier to uptake.60 Other factors that have been 

identified include concern with respect to patient understand-

ing of the result and implications for treatment.61 There is a 

wide variability in reported rates of patient misunderstanding 

about the risk of recurrence estimation between different 

centers (11%–83%).62 Generally, attitudes of clinicians and 

patients are positive, and encourage incorporation of this 

technology into routine use. However, certain subsets of 

patients, particularly patients with high-63 or intermediate-

risk64 RS, experience significant levels of distress and anxiety 

that cannot be discounted.

Conclusion
Oncotype DX has led to a shift in the paradigm of treatment 

of early-stage ER-positive breast cancer, with reduction in 

overall chemotherapy prescription in low-risk individuals. 

This shift is reflective of the move toward precision medicine 

in all realms of oncology in recent times. The application of 

this assay will spare a large proportion of patients with unnec-

essary over-treatment, while assuring that those patients with 

unfavorable biology will receive the whole gamut of available 

therapies to try to provide most survival benefit as possible. A 

number of challenges in its application still exist, for example, 

in patients with tumors that display biological intra-tumor 

heterogeneity, in patients with germline genetic mutations, or 

in patients with unfavorable traditional prognostic indicators 

and apparently conflicting RS categorization; and further 

longer term follow up is required for these particular patients. 

We await the results of the TAILORx and RxPONDER trials, 

which will help inform practice for intermediate-risk patients 

and patients with low nodal disease burden.
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